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Societies in our life
Who is a cracker?

Oxford English Dictionary:
Computing slang a person who engages in illegal or malicious hacking, creates or distributes computer viruses, etc.
Community cracker: someone who intentionally or not is attempting to divide or destroy the society, using various methods.
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How then?
Two poles of society availability

- Open
- Golden Mean
- Closed
Two poles of society availability

Society controlled by invitations?
Case study: Godfather Roleplay community.

Expansion of community is not always good.
Society managers got very powerful tools, and maturity is needed while handing them out.
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Role of society managers.

Bringing new people to the leading team has to be thought-out strategy. Not properly controlled admin actions have far-reaching consequences. Good prospering situation of community doesn’t mean that the society will never collapse.
Proper identifying of community crackers.

Web is not only what it used to be, nor meant to be. Basing on conscious managers is not the best idea.
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Community crackers...

- rarely starts cracking from the beginning;
- has strict thoughts about various topics;
- are not aggressive;
- are pretty strict;
- works with netiquette.

Their attack...
starts after gaining a position;
need to call many people’s attention.
Shit, I'll get you back for this!
Summary.

Does community crackers exist already?
Further research fields.
Is there something to worry about?
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Drośi...? a może sprawę wycieczki to poruszać na forum NASZEJ KLASY, a nie szkoły? i co do 18 to jeszcze nie wiadome, czy wycieczka się wtedy odbędzie ;)
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I z tego powodu nie byłaby może dziś w szkole? Wolne dni na matury już się skończyły, więc zapraszam, bo koniec roku......Marcin Ty wisz......Już masz "zagrubioną", więc po co następnie problemy?
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..utto sie zjawie , nawet mam usprawnienie dla pani :)}
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